
Knowledge Organiser – KS4
Blood Brothers by Willy Russell

Set from 1960 – 1980
In Liverpool, England 

.

Key Themes

Childhood Adolescence
Superstition

Violence 
Nature Vs Nurture

Social Class 



Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time



Theatre In Education - Bullying

Epic Theatre 

Key Vocabulary word bank

Theatre in Education, Epic theatre, Non 

Naturalistic, Brecht , Direct address, Freeze 

frames, Narration, Thought tracking, Breaking 

the fourth wall, Placards, Speaking stage 

directions, Minimal use of props and costume, 

split role, multi role, symbolic props, devising. 

Posture, gesture, facial expression, body 

language, expression, freeze frame/still image, 

Projection, volume, pause, articulation, tone. 

Key Knowledge / Skills to be taught

Students will devise a piece of Theatre in education 

on a given stimulus-Bullying. Students will research 

into their topic to create an original piece of theatre. 

As well as creating their own scripts, pupils will be 

learning the style of Epic Theatre

Context: Theatre in Education, Epic theatre, Non 

naturalistic, Brecht

Techniques: Non naturalistic , Direct address, Freeze 

frames, Narration, Thought tracking, Breaking the 

fourth wall, Using placards, Speaking stage 

directions, Minimal use of props and costume, split 

role, multi role, symbolic props and devising.

Physical skills: posture, 

gesture, facial expression,

body language, expression

freeze frame/still image. 

Vocal skills: projection, volume, pause, articulation, 

tone. 

Performance preparation skills: warm ups (vocal/ 

physical), professionalism, health and safety, team 

work, mindfulness organisation. 

What is Theatre in Education?
Traditionally: ‘Theatre in Education is a process that 
uses interactive theatre/drama practices to help 
aid the educational process.’



John Godber – Playwright
John Godber- Background & Influence

John Godber was a drama teacher who became head of drama at the school he went to as 
a child.

He became unhappy with the education system and stopped teaching after 6 years.

He became a playwright and has written over 50 plays. 

He is the third most performed British playwright after Shakespeare and Alan Ayckbourne. 

He aims to represent the working class in his work. 

He used his own real life experiences to develop situations in his plays. 

Multi-Role When actors play more than one 
part/ character 

Rhythm or Pace Godber plays with pace in his 
work, his plays are often fast 
paced only slowing for serious 
moments.

Minimal Set Typically Godber work has 
minimal set, this is so the play can 
be performed anywhere.

Token 
Prop/Costume 

The main cast have one “Base” 
costume and use small props to 
show a/or change in character 

Key Elements of Godbers style 

Plays  

Remember- When talking about 
practitioners we always use their 

surname!!  


